
 
 
 

19R2 Veeva CRM 
Questions and Answers 
 
Q: Production orgs deployment date is Monday August 12th, What time is the 
deployment planned? 
A: https://support.veeva.com/hc/en-us/community/posts/360033653013-Veeva-CRM-19R2-General-Release 

We will also post an update to the community portal for the production release. 

Q: Will AutoSync be available for the Windows app as well? 
A: Autosync for Windows is currently targeted for 19R3. 

Q: Are all of the known issues for Autosync fixed? 
A: Please refer to the current 19R2 known issues list: 

https://crmhelp.veeva.com/doc/Content/CRM_topics/MinorReleaseNotes/19R2/19R2KnownIssues.htm 

Q: Can I stop Autosync while detailing to an HCP? Whether Autosync will affect my 
interaction with an HCP? 

A: Autosync does not interfere with normal use of the Veeva CRM application. We do not merge data into the 
offline database while the user is in edit mode. 

Q: Does Autosync require additional configuration to include records sync from 
custom objects? Any documentation around this? 

A: Autosync does not require any additional configuration. Any record which is created or edited on the mobile 
device will automatically be autosynced. 

Q: Does Autosync automatically download records (e.g interactions) created by 
another Veeva user for a shared customer/HCP?  Or, does this require the user 
to manually sync? 

A: Autosync only downloads changes from the mobile devices of the same user. It does not work across users. 
Manual sync is still required to get changes made by other users. 

Q: VMOC changes (enhanced sync) will come through manual sync only? 
A: Correct, VMOC changes, which are always made from the online platform, will require a manual sync. 

Q: How is it possible to see what are the pending changes? 
A: At this time, there is not a way for users to see what are the pending changes. Please reach out to your 

Veeva contact to provide additional details to help us understand the request. 
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Q: Will the last sync time show the last Autosync time or last manual sync time? 
A: The last sync time on the Sync Widget is the last successful manual sync time. 

Q: How will Autosync impact data usage on our reps mobile devices? 
A: We do not anticipate a significant impact on data usage. 

Q: Is Autosync for only for a single user iPhone and iPad? 
A: Autosync syncs data changes on mobile devices across the other mobile devices that the same user uses. It 

does not work across users. Manual sync is still required to get changes made by other users. 

Q: Is there any item on Veeva's roadmap to provide biometrics login? (like fingerprint) 
A: We are currently working on a design to integrate biometrics for signing into the Veeva CRM app but do not 

have a targeted release for it yet. 

Q: Is there an effect of SSO with the Keychain change? 
A: Users will be able to save their SSO password and reuse it later to sign into Veeva CRM app. 

Q: Can we have demo of "Find Presentation"? 
A: The "Find Presentation" feature was demonstrated during the webinar. However, if you had missed it, then 

please reach out to your Account Executive. 

Q: Our users use both iPhones and iPads. Now that real-time sync is in place, can 
reps create new contacts on the iPhone app? 

A: The functionality to create new Accounts was not a part of the Autosync enhancement. It is not yet available 
on the iPhone. 

Q: Why there is a production outage for a sandbox deployment? Will this production 
outage during sandbox deployment be applicable for future releases going 
forward? 

A: In this release, during our sandbox deployment, we also made some additional server changes that required 
a production outage. This system maintenance is not common and is not an indication that we will have 
production outages for every sandbox deployment in the future. We will continue to decide outage 
needs on a case by case basis. 

Q: What are child accounts for? 
A: The child account features allow companies to designate the business location context for an activity against 

an HCP. In some regions, this is integral to the understanding of an HCP, so Veeva has provided 
functionality to track activities with the business location context. 
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Q: Is the JS library support for Engage meetings online comprehensive of CRM mobile 
or just a subset? 

A: The functions that we added support for are a subset of the entire JS library. We found that these are the 
most commonly used functions. 

Q: Will Veeva come up with a checklist of Veeva OOB functionalities that their 
customers should evaluate before upgrading to Lightning? 

A: When the sandbox early adopter program for Veeva CRM 'Lightning Ready' upgrade is expanded to all 
requesting customers in the 19R2 timeframe, the release notes will provide details. 

Q: An Engage enhancement was mentioned for 19R2.  I believe you mentioned 
enhanced Javascript support to enable more robust CLM content.  What does 
that mean? 

A: This 19R2 enhancement is specific to the Engage Meeting Online hosting experience. The Engage Meeting 
Online Media Player has been enhanced to support a number of existing Veeva CLM Javascript 
functions. These functions are already supported on CLM/Engage Meeting on the iPad -- this feature 
brings support to a number of these functions to the Engage Meeting online experience. This allows 
content built with these functions (typically for the iPad first) to be reused on the Engage Meeting Online 
experience. 

Q: If there is any, can Veeva share the impact assessment document to evaluate 
Lightning upgrade? 

A: When the sandbox early adopter program for Veeva CRM 'Lightning Ready' upgrade is expanded to all 
requesting customers in the 19R2 timeframe, the release notes will provide details. 

Q: Are there are features that will not work in Lightning? Will Veeva be coming up with 
any suggestions on a workaround? 

A: When the sandbox early adopter program for Veeva CRM 'Lightning Ready' upgrade is expanded to all 
requesting customers in the 19R2 timeframe, the release notes will call out any functional gaps. 

Q: Does Engage Meeting Online support local/session storages? 
A: Engage Meeting Online launches the CRM Engage App from the Salesforce browser. We keep the session 

open so that we can execute the Engage Meeting, which creates data such as Call Key Messages. 
That data is then sent to Salesforce once the Engage Meeting is ended. 

Q: What is the anticipated/expected/planned date of full Lightning support in 
production? 

A: The Veeva CRM 'Lightning Ready' upgrade is going through the expanded sandbox early adopter program 
in the 19R2 timeframe. Results of the program will help determine when it will be available in 
production. 
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Q: For 'Lightning Ready', any configurations needed from our side? 
A: The Veeva CRM 'Lightning Ready' upgrade provides Lightning compatibility for the out-of-the-box Veeva 

CRM transactions. Customizations and other apps that you may have in your org will need to be 
evaluated for Lightning compatibility. 

Q: Does Engage Meeting Online support all customer objects and adjusting objects 
while it's supporting createRecord and updateRecord and 
getDataForCurrentObject Methods from 19R2? 

A: We currently do not support all custom objects in the CRM Engage app for online users. The functions that 
create or get records will query Salesforce online directly and are not local within the app. 

Q: For iOS Keychain, if we use OKTA and we change passwords in OKTA on a regular 
schedule, does this mean iOS Keychain would update as well? If the password 
in Okta is not the same as in Keychain could this cause issues? 

A: We support saving the credentials to iOS Keychain if you are using delegated authentication for signing into 
the Veeva CRM app. Each time the password is updated in OKTA, the user will have to enter the 
updated credentials while signing in. iOS will recognize that the password has been updated (from what 
is already in the Keychain) and will prompt the user to update the saved password. In 19R2, we do not 
support saving the credentials when oAuth is enabled. 

Q: Are there device restrictions for Autosync? 
A: iPad users must be on iOS 11 in order to upgrade to 19R2. Windows users must be on Windows Build 

16299 (Fall Creators Update, version 1709) to use Autosync when it becomes available in 19R3. 

Q: When will Autosync and password autofill be available on Windows devices? 
A: We are currently working a design for Autosync on Windows, the targeted release is 19R3 (safe harbour). 

Password autofill for Windows is on the roadmap but currently not being targeted for a release. 

Q: Can you discuss how to see sync errors and address them with Autosync? 
A: Sync errors can be accessed via the Sync Widget. You will also see them in the activity log. We did not 

change this with Autosync. This works the same in 19R1. 

Q: In Autosync, if there are required fields that are validated on submission, but not 
saved, what happens to the records on Autosync? 

A: We did not change this with Autosync. This works the same in 19R1. You will either see the validation error 
during submit (if you have offline validation rules enabled) or you will see a sync error appear on the 
Sync Widget. 

Q: How can we see the pending changes within the Sync Widget? 
A: At this time, there is not a way for users to see what are the pending changes. Please reach out to your 

Veeva contact to provide additional details to help us understand the request.  
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Q: The day for the production upgrade is a Monday as opposed to the historical Friday 
deployments. Is this unique to this release or is that the new deployment day? 

A: The Monday release for production upgrade is unique for the 19R2 release. 
 

Additional questions?  
Contact your customer support representative. 
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